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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To output an image for the purpose of

printing in the printing order fitted to a photographing condition.

SOLUTION: A digital camera 1 stores image attached data 1 1 being a

condition photographed along with a photographed image at the time of

photographing of the image and also stores the data inherent to the

camera 1. The digital camera 1 is connected to a printer 2 by a

communication means such as IEEE1394 I/F. The printer 2 stores a

set of printing control data combined by changing a printing grade, a

printing speed or masking other than the inherent data 10 of the

printing system thereof, ink or a kind of paper. When a printing

command is issued, the printer 2 reads image data and image attached

data from the digital camera 1 and selects printing control data

according to the read data and a set printing mode.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not

reflect the original precisely.

2.
**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The image-formation system characterized by to provide the image-

formation equipment which has the electronic equipment which has a record

means record the photography conditions of an object picture image with this

picture image, and a regeneration means reproduce the picture image recorded

by the aforementioned record means, the image-formation means which carries

out image formation on the given image-formation conditions, and a setting

means set up the aforementioned image-formation conditions according to the

aforementioned photography conditions.

[Claim 2] The aforementioned image formation means is an image formation

system according to claim 1 characterized by being a means to form a picture

image by ink-jet record.

[Claim 3] The aforementioned image formation conditions are an image
formation system according to claim 1 characterized by being the ink-jet record

technique.

[Claim 4] The aforementioned image formation conditions are an image
formation system according to claim 3 characterized by including the 1st-ink

consumption mode predetermined in ink consumption, and the 2nd-ink

consumption mode in which ink consumption is larger than this 1st-ink

consumption mode.
[Claim 5] The aforementioned image formation conditions are an image
formation system according to claim 3 characterized by including the quality of

the picture image formed.

[Claim 6] both-way printing of the aforementioned image formation conditions is

carried out — a ****** — the image formation system according to claim 3

characterized by things

[Claim 7] The aforementioned photography conditions are.an image formation

system according to claim 1 characterized by being the existence of use of a fill-

in flash.

[Claim 8] The aforementioned record means is an image formation system
according to claim 1 characterized by including a photo-electric-translation

means to change the aforementioned object picture image into a picture signal.

[Claim 9] The aforementioned record means is an image formation system
according to claim 8 characterized by including a store means to accumulate
the image information in which the photo electric translation was carried out by
the aforementioned photo-electric-translation means.
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[Claim 10] The electronic equipment which has a record means to record the

photography conditions of an object picture image with this picture image, and a

regeneration means to reproduce the picture image recorded by the

aforementioned record means, An image formation means to form on the

formation conditions which were able to give the picture image reproduced by

the aforementioned regeneration means, The image formation system
characterized by providing a mediation means to arbitrate the image formation

equipment which has a setting means to set up the aforementioned formation

conditions, and the formation conditions set up by the aforementioned

photography conditions and the aforementioned setting means.
[Claim 11] The aforementioned electronic equipment and the aforementioned

image formation equipment are an image formation system according to claim

10 characterized by connecting by serial bus.

[Claim 12] The aforementioned serial bus is an image formation system
according to claim 11 characterized by suiting USB specification.

[Claim 13] The aforementioned serial bus is an image formation system
according to claim 11 characterized by suiting IEEE1394 specification.

[Claim 14] The aforementioned mediation means is an image formation system
according to claim 10 characterized by being contained in the aforementioned

electronic equipment.

[Claim 15] The aforementioned mediation means is an image formation system
according to claim 10 characterized by being contained in the aforementioned

image formation equipment.
[Claim 16] The aforementioned mediation means is an image formation system
according to claim 10 characterized by giving priority to the quality of the picture

image formed, and arbitrating formation conditions.

[Claim 17] Image-formation equipment characterized by to have the image-

formation means which carries out image formation on the image formation

conditions which are the image formation equipment used with the electronic

equipment which has a regeneration means to reproduce the picture image
recorded by record means to record the photography conditions of an object

picture image with this picture image, and were given, and a setting means set

up the aforementioned image-formation conditions according to the

aforementioned photography conditions.

[Claim 18] The aforementioned image formation means is image formation

equipment according to claim 17 characterized by being a means to form a

picture image by ink-jet record.

[Claim 19] The aforementioned image formation conditions are image formation

equipment according to claim 17 characterized by being the ink-jet record

technique.

[Claim 20] The aforementioned image formation conditions are image formation

equipment according to claim 19 characterized by including the 1st-ink

consumption mode predetermined in ink consumption, and the 2nd-ink

consumption mode in which ink consumption is larger than this 1st-ink

consumption mode.
[Claim 21] The aforementioned image formation conditions are image formation

equipment according to claim 19 characterized by including the quality of the
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picture image formed.

[Claim 22] both-way printing of the aforementioned image formation conditions

is carried out -- a ****** — the image formation equipment according to claim 19
characterized by things

[Claim 23] The aforementioned photography conditions are image formation

equipment according to claim 17 characterized by being the existence of use of

a fill-in flash.

[Claim 24] The aforementioned record means is image formation equipment
according to claim 17 characterized by including a photo-electric-translation

means to change the aforementioned object picture image into a picture signal.

[Claim 25] The aforementioned record means is image formation equipment
according to claim 24 characterized by including a store means to accumulate
the image information in which the photo electric translation was carried out by
the aforementioned photo-electric-translation means.
[Claim 26] It is the image formation equipment used with the electronic

equipment which has a regeneration means to reproduce the picture image
recorded by record means to record the photography conditions of an object

picture image with this picture image. The image formation system
characterized by having a mediation means to arbitrate the formation conditions

set up by image formation means to form on the formation conditions which

were able to give the picture image reproduced by the aforementioned

regeneration means, setting means to set up the aforementioned formation

conditions, and the aforementioned photography conditions and the

aforementioned setting means.
[Claim 27] The aforementioned electronic equipment and the aforementioned

image formation equipment are image formation equipment according to claim

26 characterized by connecting by serial bus.

[Claim 28] The aforementioned serial bus is image formation equipment
according to claim 26 characterized by suiting USB specification.

[Claim 29] The aforementioned serial bus is image formation equipment
according to claim 26 characterized by suiting IEEE1394 specification.

[Claim 30] The aforementioned mediation means is image formation equipment
according to claim 26 characterized by being contained in the aforementioned

electronic equipment.

[Claim 31] The aforementioned mediation means is image formation equipment
according to claim 26 characterized by being contained in the aforementioned

image formation equipment.
[Claim 32] The aforementioned mediation means is image formation equipment
according to claim 26 characterized by giving priority to the quality of the picture

image formed, and arbitrating formation conditions.

[Claim 33] The image formation technique which is the image formation

technique for forming the picture image according to the picture signal from the

electronic equipment which has a regeneration means to reproduce the picture

image recorded by record means to record the photography conditions of an
object picture image with this picture image, and is characterized by setting up
the image formation conditions of an image formation means according to the

aforementioned photography conditions.
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[Claim 34] The storage characterized by including a means to be the storage

which stores the computer program for forming the picture image according to

the picture signal from the electronic equipment which has a regeneration

means to reproduce the picture image recorded by record means to record the

photography conditions of an object picture image with this picture image, and
to set up the image formation conditions of an image formation means
according to the aforementioned photography conditions.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the

image formation system and image formation equipment which carry out hard

copy of the picture image a photograph of was taken with the digital camera etc.,

concerning an image formation system.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, there was a system which prints

the input picture image from a digital input machine called a scanner and a

digital camera by the printer through hosts, such as a personal computer (PC).

In such a system, the driver for controlling a digital input machine and a printer

exists in the host independently, respectively. For this reason, the input from a

digital input machine is saved as data of the format which is the easiest to use
on a host by the driver, and is easy to display. The status of this saved picture

image was seen at the time of printing, and the suitable printing control system
and the image-processing method were chosen.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Therefore, the picture image a

photograph of was also taken, for example in monochrome will also be saved
as a color picture, if a host is color correspondence, and it will be printed using

color ink at the time of printing. Moreover, things coarse as a picture image from

the first, such as a sum nail picture image, may also be printed by the

conditions of a store in the high-definition mode. Thus, by being saved in the

format suitable for the host, the picture image formed may become the thing

different from the picture image at the time of an input, or, as a result, excessive

processing which is originally unnecessary may be needed. Furthermore, in

case the inputted picture image is saved to a host, excessive processing for

changing into the format suitable for the host is needed.

[0004] It was made in view of this invention above-mentioned conventional

example, and aims at offering the printing system image formation equipment
which can output a more nearly high-definition picture image quickly with

outputting the picture image on the conditions suitable for the input condition at

the time of inputting a picture image.

[0005] Moreover, this invention aims at offering the device which constitutes the

system which can perform such an image formation control efficiently.

[0006] Moreover, this invention aims at offering the image formation system and
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image formation equipment which have a new function.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose,

this invention consists of the following configurations. That is, the image
formation equipment which has the electronic equipment which has a record

means to record the photography conditions of an object picture image with this

picture image, and a regeneration means to reproduce the picture image
recorded by the aforementioned record means, the image formation means
which carries out image formation on the given image formation conditions, and
a setting means to set up the aforementioned image formation conditions

according to the aforementioned photography conditions is provided.

[0008] Or a record means to record the photography conditions of an object

picture image with this picture image, The electronic equipment which has a

regeneration means to reproduce the picture image recorded by the

aforementioned record means, A mediation means to arbitrate the image
formation equipment which has an image formation means to form on the

formation conditions which were able to give the picture image reproduced by

the aforementioned regeneration means, and a setting means to set up the

aforementioned formation conditions, and the formation conditions set up by the

aforementioned photography conditions and the aforementioned setting means
is provided.

[0009] Or it is the image formation equipment used with the electronic

equipment which has a regeneration means to reproduce the picture image
recorded by record means to record the photography conditions of an object

picture image with this picture image, and has the image formation means
which carries out image formation on the given image formation conditions, and
a setting means to set up the aforementioned image formation conditions

according to the aforementioned photography conditions.

[0010] Or it is the image-formation equipment used with the electronic

equipment which has a regeneration means reproduce the picture image
recorded by record means record the photography conditions of an object

picture image with this picture image, and it has the mediation means arbitrate

the formation conditions set up by image-formation means form on the

formation conditions which were able to give the picture image reproduced by
the aforementioned regeneration means, setting means set up the

aforementioned formation conditions, and the aforementioned photography
conditions and the aforementioned setting means.
[001 1] Or it is the image formation technique for forming the picture image
according to the picture signal from the electronic equipment which has a

regeneration means to reproduce the picture image recorded by record means
to record the photography conditions of an object picture image with this picture

image, and the image formation conditions of an image formation means are set

up according to the aforementioned photography conditions.

[0012] Or it is the storage which stores the computer program for forming the

picture image according to the picture signal from the electronic equipment
which has a regeneration means to reproduce the picture image recorded by
record means to record the photography conditions of an object picture image
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with this picture image, and a means to set up the image formation conditions of

an image formation means is included according to the aforementioned

photography conditions.

[0013]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Drawing 1 shows the printing structure-of-a-

system view which connects directly the digital input equipment and the printer

which are the 1 operation gestalt of this invention, without through a host. In

drawing 1 , the communication media 3 which connect the printer 2 with the

means of communications of the digital picture input device 1 which inputs a

digital picture image, and the digital picture input device 1, and the digital

picture input device 1 and the printer 2, such as a cable and infrared radiation,

are contained in the printing system.

[0014] The digital picture input device 1 memorizes a digital input machine
peculiar information peculiar to the equipment for the status storage means 4.

Moreover, while two or more picture images are held for the picture image
storage means 5, parameters, such as color processing performed within the

status at the time of the input to each picture image currently held at the picture

image storage means 5 and a digital picture input device, are held for the

picture image incidental information storage means 6 as a picture image
incidental information 11. These informations are memorized by RAM,
nonvolatile RAM, or the magnetic storage medium.
[0015] Moreover, a printer 2 holds the printer peculiar information 10 containing

the status of present, such as an ink class set now, and a head class, a form

class, and the information about the printer, such as a printer print speed and a

print station, itself for a printer status storage means 7, and holds the printing

control information which is the modality and the combination of a parameter of

printing control processings which can perform by the printer 2, such as printing

quality, an image processing, printing speed, and masking, for two or more
kinds Moreover, print mode informations, such as specification of the

concentration which an operator sets up from a non-illustrated control panel, are

also memorized by the printer status storage means 7. These informations are

memorized by RAM, nonvolatile RAM, or the magnetic storage medium.
[0016] Furthermore, a printer 2 demands and reads the image information

memorized by the picture image storage means 5 and the picture image
incidental information 1 1 corresponding to the picture image to the digital input

equipment 1 through communication media 3 by the digital input equipment
means of communications 8. Communication media 3 are realizable with the

interface of USB (Universal Serial Bus) or IEEE1394. The printing control which
chose suitable printing control information among the printing control

information currently held at the printing control information hold means 9, made
the information the parameter, and was suitable for image information in the

predetermined procedure with the processing selection means 12 from the

printer peculiar information 10 currently held at the picture image incidental

information 1 1 and the printer status storage means 7 which were acquired is

performed. Selection of this printing control information and the printing control

based on the information are performed by performing the program memorized
by ROM etc. by CPU which is not illustrated [ which controls a printer 2 ]. By
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these, a printer 2 can be processed by the ability choosing the optimum printing

control for the digital picture image inputted [ which were inputted and was
digital-input-equipped ], and can obtain the optimum printing result.

[0017] It is enabled to choose the highest [ have / a means in comparison with

this, and the status or conditions peculiar to a printer / acquire the information

for the printing control which was not able to be conventionally obtained by such
configuration with this operation gestalt, and ] in the status of the present printer,

or the most suitable printing control processing, and enables this to aim at

enhancement in the printing quality in a total, and printing speed.

[0018] Drawing 2 is the example of the data format of the picture image
incidental information at the time of a picture image input on the digital camera
which is an example of the digital input equipment 1 of the gestalt of this

operation, and the peculiar information on the mainframe of a digital camera.
Although these shall be separately stored in drawing 1 , drawing 2 has shown
these together. When an information is transmitted to a printer 2 from a digital

camera 1 , the data of such a format are transmitted. It is the picture image
incidental information that an item 13-1 to 13-15 is generated for every picture

image in drawing 2 , and the item 13-16 or subsequent ones serves as a digital

input machine peculiar information.

[0019] To the picture image incidental information 11 As the resolution

information 13-1 at the time of the photography which is related to especially a
printing, the color mode information 13-2, the color processing information 13-3,

and photography conditions The existence of use of a fill-in flash the shown
flash plate operation 13-4 -- extracting -- 13-5, the shutter speed 13-6, the

photographic subject distance 13-7, the zoom scale factor 13-8, the lens class

13-9, the VCF class 13-10, the ********** value 13-11, the time 13-12, and the

location code 13-13 -- There are the image data size 13-14 and a color

processing parameter 13-15 in a camera, and the camera model information

13-16, the camera peculiar printing parameter 13-17, etc. are stored as a digital

input machine peculiar information.

[0020] Drawing 3 is the example of the data format of the printer peculiar

information 10 which records the peculiar information on a printer, and the

present status. Here, the status of the printer used for a control of a printing is

held. The printer which performs ink-jet record is indicated with the gestalt of

this operation. As a peculiar information 10, there are the head class 14-1, the

ink class 14-2, the paper size 14-3, the form class 14-4, the printing quality set

point 14-5, the cleaning record 14-6, the present time 14-7, the ink residue 14-8,

the head time 14-9, the printer class 14-10, the printer resolution 14-1 1 ,
printing

speed 14-12, etc., for example.

[0021] Drawing 4 is the example of the data format which memorizes the print

mode setting operation by the user, here for example, quantity [ of printing

speed ]/-- low -- quantity [ of 15-1 and printing quality ]/-- low — **/of 15-2 and
ink consumption — few -- **/of 15-3, the **/** 15-4 of printing concentration (if it

puts in another way size and smallness of concentration), and a both-way
printing —less -- 15-5 etc. is recorded It leaves **

/ few ** of ink consumption,
for example, the edge fraction of a picture image printed, as a picture image,
and the mode in which ink consumption is saved by performing the image
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processing of carrying out white of the uniform field compared with usual

printing can be realized.

[0022] Drawing 5 is the example of the data format of printing control

information which memorizes individually the characteristic feature in the

selectable printing control processing, parameter, and each processing. Here,

the parameter and the mask data 16-1-1 of the masking technique class 16-1

and each technique of its, the class 16-3 of good/improper information 16-2 on

both-way printing and printing resolution, the class 16-4 of a print speed, etc.

are recorded. Furthermore, the quality evaluation information 16-5 on printing

by the processing [ each ], the speed evaluation information 16-6 on printing,

and the ink consumption 16-7 are recorded.

[0023] Drawing 6 is the example of the flow chart showing flowing of the whole

printing control processing in the printing system shown in drawing 1 .

[0024] If a printer is started at step 17-1 , a printer initialization operation will be
performed in step 17-2. Next, operation by the user is received in step 17-3, and
the existence of operation is judged in step 17-4, and when you have no
operation, it returns to step 17-3. In operation owner **, it branches to

processing which was suitable for the content of operation in step 17-5. When
the operation mode is a setup of a print mode, the mode set up at step 17-6 is

read, and it registers by the data format of drawing 4 .

[0025] When operation is printer power OFF, the after treatment which

performed end processing at step 17-7 is ended.

[0026] When operation is cleaning operation, cleaning processing of an ink-jet

head is performed in step 17-8.

[0027] When operation is picture image selection operation, selection

processing of the picture image which it is going to print in step 17-9 is

performed.

[0028] When operation is printing start, printing processing of the picture image
chosen in step 17-10 is performed.

[0029] In addition, the operation received in step 17-3 may be the operation

from a printer 2, and may be the operation from a digital camera 1 . In this case,

the content of operation of a camera 1 is transmitted to a printer 2 through

communication media 3.

[0030] Drawing 7 is a flow chart of processing which chooses printing control

processing using the information on the format shown in drawing 2 - view 5 by

the time it started printing processing in step 17-10 of drawing 6 .

[0031] Here, first, at step 18-1, the communications processing for acquisition of

the peculiar information on the camera memorized by the status storage section

4 is performed, and the peculiar information on a camera is acquired. Such an
information is shown in the sign 13-16 of drawing 2 , and 13-17.

[0032] Next, at step 18-2, the communications processing for acquiring the

picture image incidental information on the image information to print is

performed, and the incidental information on the picture image to print is

acquired. This information is an information shown in the sign 13-1 to 13-15 of

drawing 2 .

[0033] At step 18-3, processing which reads the status and the peculiar

information on a printer from the status storage section 7 is performed.
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[0034] At step 18-4, read-out processing of the mode information set up by the

user is performed.

[0035] At step 18-5, printing processing is determined on the basis of the

information acquired from the aforementioned step 18-1 by 18-4.

[0036] At step 18-6, printing processing determined at the aforementioned step

18-5 is performed, and the picture image chosen is printed.

[0037] Drawing 8 is the example of the more detailed flow chart of printing

processing decision processing of step 18-5 in drawing 7 .

[0038] In step 19-1 , the following judgment is first made to the print mode set up
by the user.

[0039] It progresses to step 19-2, and in the case of the high-speed printing

mode, the speed evaluation information 16-6 on the printing control information

shown in drawing 5 is used as a key, it performs reference of the processing

technique, and rearrangement in high-speed order, considers the informations

on other, and determines processing.

[0040] It progresses to step 19-3, and in the case of a high-definition print mode,
the quality evaluation information 16-5 on the printing control information shown
in drawing 5 is used as a key, it performs reference and rearrangement of the

processing technique in high-definition order, considers the informations on
other, and determines processing.

[0041] In the case of the low ink consumption mode, it progresses to step 19-4,

it uses as a key the ink consumption evaluation information 16-7 on the printing

control information shown in drawing 5 , carries out reference and
rearrangement of the processing technique to the order of a low ink

consumption, considers the informations on other, and determines processing.

[0042] Drawing 9 is the example of the flow chart of decision processing about

the informations on other in step 19-2 in drawing 8 . Here, in step 20-1 , the form

class set up in the printer is judged based on step 18-3 of drawing 7 . In step

20-2, in the case of low quality forms, such as a regular paper, the upper limit of

printing speed is set, and it searches processing below the set-up upper limit

speed in step 20-3 from the speed evaluation information 16-6 shown in

drawing 5 . In the case of a high-definition form, it progresses to step 20-4 as it

is.

[0043] Next, the data size of the picture image to print is judged at step 20-4.

When a data size is very large, it progresses to step 20-5, and the

communications processing which demands the picture image incidental

information on a low quality picture image like a sum nail picture image as
opposed to a digital input device is performed. Since a parvus case can transmit

and carry out expansion processing of the data size at high speed, it progresses
to step 20-6, without carrying out anything.

[0044] At step 20-6, comparison decision of the resolution information on a
picture image incidental information and the resolution of a printer is carried out.

When the resolution of a picture image is extremely lower than the resolution of

a printer, it progresses to step 20-7, and the quality evaluation information 16-7

shown in drawing 5 searches the processing technique of "low quality" here.

[0045] When the resolution of a printer and the resolution of a picture image are

equivalent, it progresses to step 20-8, and the quality evaluation information 16-
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7 shown in drawing 5 searches the "high-definition" processing technique.

[0046] Next, by step 20-8, most, as the processing technique used for printing

processing, selection decision of the high processing of precedence of the

processing technique searched and rearranged is carried out, and it is set up at

step 20-9.

[0047] At step 20-10, the picture image quality determined at step 20-6 is

judged, if the low quality picture image is chosen, and it progresses to step 20-

1 1 , demand processing of a low quality picture image is performed and it is not

chosen, it progresses to step 20-12, and demand processing of image
information is usually performed, and printing processing decision processing is

ended.

[0048] The printout of the picture image is carried out according to the

processing technique determined in the above-mentioned way. For this reason,

when the high-definition mode is set up, the printout of the picture image can be
carried out on the conditions suitable for the conditions by which the picture

image which is going to choose and print the processing technique in view of an
image data size or resolution was generated.

[0049] Moreover, for example, the information about the upper limit of

transmission speed is given to the digital picture input device 1 , and the

information is acquired from a digital picture-input-device side in step 18-1 of

drawing 7 . In decision processing about the informations on other shown in

drawing 9 , the time which a communication takes from the upper limit of

transmission speed and the amount of image data which were acquired may be
calculated, the direction of such time may choose printing control processing

more nearly high-definition when longer than such time as a communication at

printing, and decision printed at the speed corresponding to transmission speed
may be carried out.

[0050] Furthermore, in decision processing about the informations on other

shown in drawing 9 , since contrast may be more important than a gradation

information etc., in the case of the picture image photographed in the

monochrome character mode with reference to the color mode information 13-2

shown in drawing 2 , black by this case or YMC color mixture may not be
compounded, and it may carry out decision which performs printing control

processing which forms a picture image using K (black).

[0051] In addition, what is necessary is just to add these decisions and
processings to the tail of drawing 9 .

[0052] Furthermore, in step 19-1 of drawing 8 , in the case of the picture image
a photograph of was taken in the macro mode, it may not be based on the user

setting mode, but, in the case of the picture image a photograph of was taken in

the macro mode, decision which chooses high-definition printing control

processing automatically may be carried out. The information on the macro
mode can be judged based on the lens class 13-9, the photographic subject

distance 13-7, etc. of drawing 2 .

[0053] Furthermore, in step 19-1 of drawing 8 , in the case of the digital picture

input device which is using CCD 400,000 pixels or less, it may not be based on
the user setting mode, but decision which chooses automatically the printing

control mode which gave priority to high-speed printing may be carried out. The
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number of pixels of CCD can be obtained from the camera model information

13-16 on drawing 2 .

<the control structure of a printing system> - the block diagram of the printing

system shown in drawing 1 is shown as drawing 13 here In drawing 13 , the

digital camera 1 is controlled by the control section 101. A photograph of a

picture image is taken with optical system 102, and it is memorized by the

picture image storage section 5. A control section 101 controls optical system

according to the information 13-1 to 13-5 on the set-up drawing 2 by the

peculiar information 13-16 and the control unit 104 of drawing 2 which were
memorized by the status storage section 4 in that case. According to the control,

it extracts, a grade is controlled and optical system 102 performs a zoom and

the image processing according to a setup to a picture signal. A setup at this

time is memorized by the picture image incidental information storage section 6.

Furthermore, regeneration and the display 105 reproduce and display the image
information memorized by the picture image storage section 5 based on the

picture image incidental information which recorded the photography conditions

of the picture image etc. With a carried type digital camera, the display screen

of regeneration and the display 105 is LCD with few
[
usually ] pixels etc., and is

displayed in accordance with this display condition at the time of a display. In

addition, optical system 102 condenses the reflected light from an object with a

lens, drawing, etc., it is made it to carry out image formation to a focal plane,

and it is changed into the picture signal by photo-electric-translation meanses,
such as CCD.
[0054] The printer 2 is controlled by the control section 201 , and reads image
information, a picture image incidental information, and a peculiar information

from the communications department 8 through the communications
department 103 of a channel 3 and a camera. The read image information is

sent to the ink-jet engine section 203 from engines I/F202, and a printout is

carried out from there. In this case, the engines I/F202 and the engine section

203 are controlled according to the parameter memorized by the printer peculiar

information and the printing control information storage section 9 which came to

a setup from the control unit 204 by the operator, and the status storage section

7, and were feared. How to choose this control processing is as having

mentioned above.

[0055] Moreover, IEEE1394 is explained here as an example of the interface of

the above-mentioned digital picture input device 1 and the printer 2.

It is accompanied also by appearance of <schema of technique of IEEE1394>
home use digital VTR, or DVD, and it is the real time of a video data, audio data,

etc., and the support of the data transfer of high amount of information is

needed. In order to transmit such video datas and audio data on real time and
to transmit to the digital instrument of incorporating in a personal computer (PC)
****, or others, the interface which the interface equipped with the required

transfer facility in which a high-speed-data transfer is possible is needed, and
was developed from such viewpoints is IEEE 1394-1995 (High Performance
Serial Bus) (following and 1394 serial bus).

[0056] The example of the network system constituted by using 1394 serial bus
is shown in drawing 14 . This system is equipped with devices A, B, C, D, E, F,
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G, and H, and between A-B, between A-C, between B-D, between D-E,

between C-F, between C-G, and between C-H are connected by the twisted-

pair cable of 1394 serial bus, respectively. These devices A-H are PC, digital

VTR, DVD, a digital camera, a hard disk, a monitor, etc. as an example.

[0057] The connection method between each device enables mixture of a daisy-

chain method and node multipoint system, and high connection of degree of

freedom is possible for it.

[0058] Moreover, each device has peculiar ID each one, and when each
recognizes each other, it constitutes one network in the domain connected by

1394 serial bus. Between each digital instrument is only connected one by one
by one 1394 serial bus cable, respectively, and each device performs the role of

a relay and constitutes one network collectively. Moreover, by the plug-and-play

function which is also the characteristic feature of 1394 serial bus, when a cable

is connected to a device, it is automatic, and it has the function to recognize a

recognition, the connection status, etc. of a device.

[0059] Moreover, in a system which was shown in drawing 14 , when a certain

device is deleted from a network or it newly adds, after performing a bus reset

automatically and resetting the network configuration till then, a new network is

reconstructed. By this function, the configuration of the occasional network can
always be set up and recognized.

[0060] Moreover, it has with 100/200/400Mbps, the device with the transfer rate

of a high order supports the transfer rate of a time, and a data transfer rate

takes compatibility.

[0061] There is Isochronous transfer mode in which synchronous data (below

Isochronous data:lso data), such as video datas, such as Asynchronous
transfer mode, real time, etc. which transmit asynchronous datas (below

Asynchronous data:Async data), such as a control signal, and audio data, are

transmitted as data transfer mode. This Async data and Iso data giving priority

to Iso data transfer in each cycle (usually one cycle 125micro S) following a

transfer of the cycle-start packet (CSP) which shows cycle start, within a cycle,

it is intermingled and they are transmitted.

[0062] Next, the component of 1394 serial bus is shown in drawing 15 .

[0063] As shown in the drawing 15 which consists of layer (hierarchy) structure

collectively, in the cable of 1394 serial bus, 1394 serial bus has the connector

port where the connector of the cable is connected, and a physical layer and a

link layer are [ hard ] as hardware on it.

[0064] The hardware section is the fraction of a substantial interface chip,

among those a physical layer performs coding, a control of a connector relation,

etc., and a link layer performs a packet transfer, a control of the cycle time, etc.

[0065] The transaction layer of the firmware section manages the data which
should be transmitted (transaction), and issues an instruction called Read and
Write. A management layer is a fraction which performs a management of the

connection status of each device connected, or ID, and manages the

configuration of a network.

[0066] Even this hardware and firmware are the configuration of 1394 serial bus
on the parenchyma.
[0067] Moreover, therefore it differs soft, and the application layers of the
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software section are how data are carried on an interface, and a fraction which

uses and to specify, and are prescribed by protocols, such as AV protocol.

[0068] The above is the configuration of 1394 serial bus.

[0069] Next, drawing of an address space in 1394 serial bus is shown in

drawing 16 .

[0070] 64 bit addresses peculiar to each node are surely given each device

(node) connected to 1394 serial bus. And by storing this address in ROM, the

node address of himselfs or a partner can always be recognized and the

communication which specified the partner can also be performed.

[0071] the method with which addressing of 1394 serial bus applied to

IEEE1212 specification correspondingly it is an address selection -- 10 bits

of the beginning — specification of the number of a bus -- the following 6 bits are

used for specification of a node identification number like The remaining 48 bits

become the address width of face given to the device, and can use it as a

respectively peculiar address space. Identification of each device, 28 bits of the

informations on specification of a service condition etc. of the last, etc. are

stored as a field of peculiar data.

[0072] The above is the schema of the technique of 1394 serial bus.

[0073] Next, the fraction of the technique which can be called characteristic

feature of 1394 serial bus is more explained to a detail.

The cross section of 1394 serial bus cable is shown in <electric specification of

1394 serial bus> view 1

7

.

[0074] By 1394 serial bus, the power line other than 2 sets of twisted-pair signal

lines is prepared in the interconnection cable. By this, supply of power is

attained at the device without power, the device which carried out sag by failure.

[0075] 8-40V, and the current are specified for the voltage of the power which

flows the inside of a power line as maximum-current DC1 .5A.

Drawing for explaining the DS-Link coding method of a data transfer format

adopted by <DS-Link coding> 1394 serial bus is shown in drawing 18 .

[0076] The DS-Link (Data/Strobe Link) coding method is adopted by 1394 serial

bus. This DS-link coding method is suitable for the high-speed serial-data

communication, and the configuration needs two signal lines. It is the

configuration of sending the data which become main [ one ] among twisted pair

wires, and sending a strobe signal to the twisted pair line from another side's.

[0077] In a receiving side, a clock is reproducible by taking the exclusive OR of

this data that communicates, and a strobe.

[0078] Since there is no need of sending the information which shows it being

an idle state when there are not that the circuit scale of controller LSI can be
made small and data which should be transmitted further, since that a transfer

efficiency is high and PLL circuit become unnecessary as a merit using this DS-
Link coding method compared with other serial-data transmittal modes, it is

mentioned by the ability changing the transceiver circuit of each device into the
******** status that a reduction of power consumption can be aimed at etc.

By <sequence of bus reset> 1394 serial bus, node ID is given to each device

(node) connected, and it is recognized as a network configuration.

[0079] When this network configuration has change (for example, when change
arises and it is necessary to recognize a new network configuration by increase
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and decrease of the number of nodes by **** of a node, ON/OFF of power, etc.),

each node which detected change transmits a bus reset signal on a bus, and
goes into the mode in which a new network configuration is recognized. The
detection technique of the change at this time is performed by detecting change
of the bias voltage on 1394 port substrate.

[0080] A bus reset signal is transmitted from a certain node, occurrence of a

bus reset is transmitted to a link layer, and the physical layer of each node
transmits a bus reset signal to other nodes at the same time it receives this bus
reset signal. A bus reset is started after all nodes finally detect a bus reset

signal.

[0081] A bus reset is started also by taking out a direct instruction to a physical

layer by cable **** which was described previously, the activation by the hard

detection by the abnormalities in a network etc., the host control from a protocol,

etc.

[0082] Moreover, if a bus reset starts, data transfer will be interrupted

temporarily, and data transfer in the meantime is kept waiting, and is resumed
under a new network configuration after an end.

[0083] The above is the sequence of a bus reset.

After a <sequence of node ID decision> bus reset, each node goes into the

operation which gives ID to each node, in order to build a new network

configuration. The general sequence to the node ID decision from a bus reset at

this time is explained using the flow chart of drawing 26 , the drawing 27 , and
the drawing 28 .

[0084] The flow chart of drawing 26 has shown work of a series of bus until it

determines node ID from occurrence of a bus reset and it can perform data

transfer.

[0085] First, if it is monitoring continuously that a bus reset occurs and a bus
reset occurs by power ON/OFF of a node etc. in a network as step S101 here, it

will move to step S102.

[0086] At step S102, from the status that the network was reset, in order to

know the connection status of a new network, declaration of a parentage is

made between each node by which the direct file is carried out. As step S103, if

a parentage is determined among all nodes, the one root will be determined as
step S104. The parentage of step S 102 is declared and the root is not

determined, either, until it determines a parentage among all nodes.

[0087] If the root is determined at step S104, setting work of node ID to which
ID is next given to each node as step S105 will be performed. In the order of a
predetermined node, since the new network configuration will have been
recognized in all nodes if setting work is performed repeatedly and it finally

finished setting ID as all nodes as step S106 until a setup of node ID was
performed and ID was given to all nodes, as step S107, it will be in the status

that data transfer between nodes can be performed, and data transfer is started.

[0088] If it will be in the status of this step S107, and it will go into the mode
which supervises that a bus reset occurs again and a bus reset will occur, the

setting work from step S101 to step S106 will be performed repeatedly.

[0089] The above shows, respectively what expressed the fraction from a bus
reset of the flow chart of drawing 26 to root decision, and the procedure from
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after root decision to ID setting end to the flow chart view in detail in drawing 27
and the drawing 28 , although it is an explanation of the flow chart of drawing

26 .

[0090] First, the flow chart of drawing 27 is explained.

[0091] If a bus reset occurs as step S201, a network configuration will once be
reset. In addition, it is always supervising that a bus reset occurs as step S201

.

[0092] Next, the flag which shows that it is a leaf (node) to each device as first

step of the work which has a new appreciation of the connection status of the

network reset as step S202 is stood. Furthermore, it investigates how many the

port which he has [ each device ] as step S203 is connected with other nodes.

[0093] In order to begin declaration of a parentage after this according to the

result of the number of ports of step S204, undefined (parentage is not

determined) number of connections is investigated. Although it is the number of

number [ of ports ] = undefined ports immediately after a bus reset, the

undefined number of connections detected at step S204 changes as the

parentage is determined.

[0094] First, it is restricted to the leaf immediately after the bus reset that a

parentage can be declared first. It can know that it is a leaf by authentication of

the number of ports of step S203. As step S205, to the node connected to itself,

a leaf is announced "He is a child and partners are parents", and ends an
operation.

[0095] Immediately after a bus reset, since it is undefined port number >1 at

step S204, it moves to step S206 and a flag called a branch is stood first, and it

waits for the node which there are two or more numbers of ports at step S203,
and has been recognized to be a branch in order to receive "parents" by

parentage declaration from a leaf at step S207.

[0096] It is enabled to declare "he being a child" of step S205 to the node
connected to the port which remains if the branch in which the leaf declared the

parentage to and received it at step S207 checks the number of undefined ports

of step S204 suitably and the number of undefined ports has become 1 . After

the 2nd times, it waits in order to receive the "parents" from a leaf or other

branches at step S207 again to a certain branch two or more, even if it checks
the number of undefined ports at step S204.

[0097] Finally, when a leaf becomes a zero exceptionally as one one of

branches, or a result which is the number of undefined ports of step S204
(although child declaration could be performed, since it did not operate quickly)

Declaration of the parentage of the whole network is completed now, as step

S208, the flag of the root is stood and, as for the only node from which the

number of undefined ports became the zero (considering all as parents
1

port

decision), the recognition as root is made as step S209.
[0098] Thus, the bus reset shown in drawing 27 to declaration of the parentage
in a network between all nodes is completed.

[0099] Next, the flow chart of drawing 28 is explained.

[0100] First, since the information on the flag of each node called a leaf, a

branch, and the root is set up by the sequence to drawing 27 , it carries out

based on this and dissociates at step S301, respectively.

[0101] As work which gives ID to each node, it is from a leaf that ID can be set
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up first. A setup of ID is made from the young number (node-number =0-) in the

order of the leaf -> branch -> root.

[0102] Several N (N is the natural number) of the leaf which exists in a network

as step S302 is set up. Then, a leaf requires that ID is given from the root each
one as step S303. When there are two or more these demands, the root notifies

to the node in which performed the Arbitration (work arbitrated to one), and
gave the identification number at one node which won as step S305, and it lost

as step S304 as a result of a failure. As step S306, the leaf which ID acquisition

finished with the failure advances ID request again, and repeats the same work.

As step S307, ID information on the node is transmitted to all nodes by

broadcasting from the leaf which has acquired ID. After broadcasting of a 1

node ID information finishes, the one number of the remaining leafs is reduced

as step S308. Here, if the number of these remaining leafs carries out [ work / of

the ID request of step S303 ] one or more at a certain time and all leafs finally

broadcast ID information as step S309, step S309 will be set to N= 0, and, next,

it will move to ID setup of a branch.

[0103] ID setup of a branch as well as the time of a leaf is performed.

[0104] First, several M (M is the natural number) of the branch which exists in a

network as step S310 is set up. Then, it is required that a branch gives ID to the

root each one as step S31 1 . On the other hand, the root is given from the young
following number which it finished giving to a leaf sequentially from the branch

which performed the Arbitration and won as step S312. As step S313, the root

notifies ID information or a failure result to the branch which issued the demand,
and the branch which ID acquisition finished with the failure as step S314
advances ID request again, and repeats the same work. As step S315, ID

information on the node is transmitted to all nodes by broadcasting from the

branch which has acquired ID. After broadcasting of a 1 node ID information

finishes, the one number of the remaining branches is reduced as step S316.
Here, as step S317, one or more, at a certain time, finally the number of these

remaining branches is performed [ work / of the ID request of step S31 1 ], until

all branches broadcast ID information. If all branches acquire node ID, step

S317 will be set to M= 0, and will also end ID acquisition mode of a branch.

[0105] Since the node which finally does not acquire ID information is only the

root after ending so far, the youngest number is set up with its identification

number by the number which has not been given as step S318, and ID

information on the root is broadcast as step S319.

[0106] As shown in drawing 28 , after determining a parentage above, a

procedure until ID of all nodes is set up is completed.

[0107] Next, the operation in the actual network shown in drawing 19 as an
example is explained, referring to drawing 19 .

[0108] It has the layered structure by which the direct file of node A and node C
is carried out to the low order of node (root) B, the direct file of the node D is

further carried out to the low order of node C, and the direct file of node E and
the node F was further carried out to the low order of node D as an explanation

of drawing 19 . The procedure of determining this layered structure, a root node,

and node ID is explained below.

[0109] After carrying out a bus reset, in order to recognize the connection status
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of each node first, declaration of a parentage is made between the ports where
the direct file of each node is carried out. With this parent and child, a parents

side can say that it becomes a high order by the layered structure, and a child

side serves as low order.

[0110] In drawing 19 , node A declared the parentage to the beginning after the

bus reset. A parentage can be declared from the node (it is called a leaf) which

has connection only in one port of a node fundamentally. Since this can know
only connection of one port first for itself, it recognizes that it is the edge of a
network and the parentage is determined by this from the node which operated

early in it. In this way, the port of the side (between A-B node A) which declared

the parentage is set up with a child, and the port of the other party (node B) is

set up with parents. In this way, among node A-B, it is determined among child-

parents and node F-D among child-parents and node E-D that they will be child-

parents.

[01 1 1] a 1 more time layer — it goes up and a parentage is shortly declared to a
high order further one by one from what received declaration of the parentage

from other nodes among the nodes (it is called a branch) with two or more
connection ports In drawing 19 , first, after determining a parentage between D-

E and between D-F, node D is declaring the parentage to node C, and, as a

result, it is determined among node D-C that it will be child-parents.

[0112] Node C which received declaration of the parentage from node D is

declaring the parentage to node B connected to another port. It is determined

among node C-B by this that they will be child-parents.

[0113] Thus, the layered structure as shown in drawing 19 was constituted, and
node B which became parents in all the ports finally connected was determined

as the root node. As for the root, only one exists in one network configuration.

[01 14] In addition, although node B was determined as the root node in this

drawing 19 , this has moved from the root node to other nodes, if node B which
received parentage declaration from node A is performing parentage
declaration to quick timing to other nodes. That is, by some timing transmitted,

every node may turn into a root node, and a root node is not necessarily

regularity at the same network configuration, either.

[01 15] If a root node is determined, next, it will go into the mode in which each
node ID is determined. Here, all nodes notify their node ID to all other nodes
(broadcasting function). [ who determined ]

[01 16] The self-ID information includes the information on its node number, the

information on the position connected, the number of connections that it has,

the number of connections with connection, and the parentage of each port etc.

[01 17] As a procedure of assignment of a node identification number, it can
start from the node (leaf) which has connection only in one port first, and is

assigned with node-number =0, 1 and 2, and — sequentially from this inside.

[0118] The node which gained node ID transmits the information containing a

node number to each node by broadcasting. It is recognized by this that the

identification number is "finishing [ assignment ]."

[0119] If all leafs finish acquiring self-node ID, the node identification number
which next moved to the branch and followed the leaf will be assigned to each
node. A node ID information is broadcast one by one like a leaf from the branch
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to which the node identification number was assigned, and, finally a root node
broadcasts a self-ID information. That is, the root always owns the greatest

node identification number.

[0120] Assignment of node ID of the whole layered structure finishes as

mentioned above, a network configuration is reconstructed, and initialization

work of a bus is completed.

By <Arbitration> 1394 serial bus, the Arbitration (mediation) of a bus royalty is

surely performed in advance of data transfer. Since 1394 serial bus is a logical

bus type network as each device connected individually tells this signal in a

network to all devices by relaying the transmitted signal, respectively, the

Arbitration is required of the meaning which prevents a collision of a packet.

Only one node can transmit by this at a certain time.

[0121] As drawing for explaining an Arbitration, drawing of a bus use demand is

shown at drawing 20 (a), drawing of a bus licence is shown in this drawing (b),

and it explains below using this.

[0122] If an Arbitration starts, one or two or more nodes will emit a demand of a

bus royalty toward a parent node, respectively. Node C and node F of drawing

20 (a) are the node which has emitted the demand of a bus royalty. The parent

node ( drawing 20 node A) which received this emits a demand of a bus royalty

toward a parent node further (it acts as intermediary). This demand is sent to

the root which finally arbitrates.

[0123] The root node which received the bus use demand determines whether a

bus is made to use it for which node. This mediation work can perform only a

root node and the licence of a bus is given to the node which won by mediation.

In drawing 20 (b), a licence is given to node C and use of node F is refused

drawing. DP (data prefix) packet is sent to the node in which the Arbitration was
lost, and it tells having been refused. A bus use demand of the refused node is

kept waiting to a next Arbitration.

[0124] The node which won the Arbitration as mentioned above and obtained

the licence of a bus can start a data transfer henceforth.

[0125] Here, a series of flowing of an Arbitration is shown and explained to flow

chart view 29 .

[0126] In order for a node to be able to start data transfer, it is required for a bus
to be an idle state. The data transfer currently performed previously is

completed, and in order the present bus is vacant and to recognize that it is the

status, it is judged that each node can start its transfer by passing the

predetermined idle-time gap length (example . sub action gap) individually set

up in each transfer mode.
[0127] It judges whether as step S401, the predetermined gap length according

to the data transmitted, respectively, such as Async data and Iso data, was
obtained. Unless a predetermined gap length is obtained, it waits for a demand
of a bus royalty required in order to start a transfer until a predetermined gap
length is obtained, since it cannot do.

[0128] If the predetermined gap length in step S401 is obtained, it judges
whether there are any data which should be transmitted as step S402, and in

order to transmit as step S403, in a certain case, a demand of a bus royalty will

be emitted to the root so that a bus may be secured. Finally the transmission of
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a signal showing the demand of a bus royalty at this time is sent to the root,

relaying each [ in a network ] device, as shown in drawing 20 . When there are

no data transmitted at step S402, it stands by as it is.

[0129] Next, as step S404, if or more one root receives a bus use demand of

step S403, the root will investigate the number of nodes which issued the use

demand as step S405. When the selection value in step S405 is node number
=1 (the node which issued the royalty demand is one), the next bus licence will

be obtained by the node. If the selection value in step S405 is node number >1

(the node which issued the use demand is a plurality), the root will perform the

mediation work which determines the node which gives a licence as step S406
as one. This mediation work serves as the configuration that the right is equally

granted so that it may be fair and about [ the node same each time ] and
authorization may not be obtained.

[0130] Selection divided into one node which the root arbitrated out of two or

more nodes which advanced the use demand by step S406, and obtained the

licence as step S407, and the node of the beaten others is performed. Here, the

root sends an enabling signal to one node which is arbitrated and obtained the

licence, or the node which obtained the licence without mediation from the

selection value of step S405 by use demand node number =1 to the node as

step S408. The node which obtained the enabling signal carries out transfer

start of the data (packet) which should be transmitted immediately after

receiving. Moreover, in order that the node which received this may issue the

bus use demand for transmitting again, DP (data prefix) packet which shows an
Arbitration failure from the root is sent as step S409 by the node to which

mediation of step S406 is beaten and bus use was not permitted, it returns to

step S401, and it stands by until a predetermined gap length is obtained.

[0131] The above is an explanation of flow chart view 29 explaining flowing of

an Arbitration.

Asynchronous (asynchronous) transfer> ****** do eggplant transfer is

asynchronous transmission. The time transition state in a ****** clo eggplant

transfer is shown in drawing 21 . The sub action gap of the beginning of drawing

21 shows the idle state of a bus. When this idle time becomes a constant value,

the node which wishes to transmit judges that a bus can be used and performs

the Arbitration for a bus acquisition.

[0132] If the licence of a bus is obtained by the Arbitration, next, a data transfer

will be performed in a packet format. The node which received after data

transfer is ack about ack of a receiving result to the transmitted data (return

code for the confirmation of receipt). A transfer is completed by returning,

answering or sending a response packet after a short gap called gap. acK
consists of a 4 bits information and a 4-bit checksum, and a transmitting agency
node is immediately returned including the information whether it is in a success,

a busy condition, and the pending status.

[0133] Next, the example of the packet format of a ****** clo eggplant transfer is

shown in drawing 22 .

[0134] There are data division and a header unit other than data CRC for error

correction, purpose node ID, source node ID, a transfer data length, various

codes, etc. which are shown in drawing 22 are written in the header unit, and a
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transfer is performed in a packet.

[0135] Moreover, a ****** do eggplant transfer is a communication of the one for

one from a self-node to a partner node. Although the packet transmitted from

the source node spreads round each node in a network, since things other than

the address addressed to themselveses are disregarded, only one node of the

destination will read them.

[0136] The above is an explanation of a ****** clo eggplant transfer.

<lsochronous (synchronization) transfer> isochronous transfer is synchronous

transmission. Especially this isochronous transfer that can say that it is the

greatest characteristic feature of 1394 serial bus is the transfer mode suitable

for the data transfer which needs the real time transfer of VIDEO picture data,

multimedia data called voice data.

[0137] Moreover, this isochronous transfer is uniformly transmitted to all other

nodes from one node of the source by the broadcasting function to the ****** clo

eggplant transfer (asynchronous) having been a transfer of a one for one.

[0138] Drawing 23 is drawing in an isochronous transfer showing a time

transition state.

[0139] An isochronous transfer is performed for every fixed-on bus time. This

time interval is called isochronous cycle. The isochronous cycle time is

125microS. The cycle-start packet is bearing the role which shows the start time

of each of this cycle and performs timing of each node. The node called cycle

master transmits a cycle-start packet, and after the transfer end in the cycle in

front of one, after passing through a predetermined idle term (sub action gap), it

transmits the cycle-start packet which tells start of this cycle. The time interval

to which this cycle-start packet is transmitted serves as 125microS.

[0140] Moreover, as it was indicated in drawing 23 as channel A, channel B,

and channel C, when two or more sorts of packets can give channel ID into 1

cycle, respectively, it can distinguish and transmit. By this, the real time transfer

between two or more nodes is simultaneously possible, and he incorporates

only the data of channel ID needed by the node which receives. This channel ID

does not express the address of a sending place, and has given the logical

number to data. Therefore, sending of a certain packet will be transmitted by
broadcasting which spreads round all other nodes from the transmitting agency
node of one.

[0141] Packet sending of an isochronous transfer is preceded and an Arbitration

is performed like a ****** clo eggplant transfer. However, since it is not a

communication of a one for one like a ****** clo eggplant transfer, ack (reply

code for the confirmation of receipt) does not exist in an isochronous transfer.

[0142] Moreover, iso shown in drawing 23 In gap (isochronous gap), before

performing an isochronous transfer, a bus is vacant, and the idle term when it is

required in order to recognize it as it being the status is expressed. If this

predetermined idle term is passed, it can judge that the bus is vacant as for a

node to perform an isochronous transfer, and the Arbitration before a transfer

can be performed.

[0143] Next, the example of the packet format of an isochronous transfer is

shown in drawing 24 , and it explains.

[0144] Data division and the header unit other than data CRC for error
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correction are in various kinds of packets divided into each channel,

respectively, a transfer data length which was shown in drawing 23 , the

channel NO in addition various codes, HDR CRC for error correction, etc. are

written in the header unit, and a transfer is performed.

[0145] The above is an explanation of an isochronous transfer.

<Bus cycle> In the transfer on actual 1394 serial bus, an isochronous transfer

and a ****** do eggplant transfer can be intermingled. Drawing showing the

mode of time transition of the transfer status on a bus that the isochronous

transfer and ****** do eggplant transfer at that time were intermingled is shown
in drawing 25 .

[0146] Priority is given to an isochronous transfer over a ****** do eggplant

transfer, and it is performed. The ground is a gap length (isochronous gap)

shorter than the gap length (sub action gap) of the idle term when it is required

in order to start a ****** do eggplant transfer after a cycle-start packet, and is

because an isochronous transfer can be started. Therefore, an isochronous

transfer will be given priority to and performed from a ****** do eggplant transfer.

[0147] In the general bus cycle shown in drawing 25 , a cycle-start packet is

transmitted to each node from a cycle master at the time of a start of cycle #m.
By this, after performing time adjustment by each node and waiting for a

predetermined idle term (isochronous gap), the node which should perform an
isochronous transfer performs an Arbitration and goes into a packet transfer. In

drawing 25 , the isochronous transfer of channel e, channel s, and the channel

k is carried out at order.

[0148] If all isochronous transfers in cycle #m are completed after performing

the operation from this Arbitration to a packet transfer by the channel to which it

is given repeatedly, a ****** do eggplant transfer can be performed.

[0149] When the idle time reaches the sub action gap in which a ****** do
eggplant transfer is possible, it is judged that it can move from a node to

perform a ****** do eggplant transfer to execution of an Arbitration.

[0150] However, the term which can perform a ****** do eggplant transfer is

restricted when the sub action gap for starting a ****** do eggplant transfer in

between by the time (cycle synch) which should transmit the force of an
isochronous transfer end and the following cycle-start packet is obtained.

[0151] In cycle #m of drawing 25 , 2 packet (packet 1, packet 2) transfer of the
****** do eggplant transfer (included ack) is carried out after that with the

isochronous transfer for three channels. Since after this
****** do eggplant

packet 2 continues till the time (cycle synch) which should start a cycle m+1 , the

transfer by cycle #m is finished even here.

[0152] However, supposing it continues till the time (cycle synch) which should

transmit the following cycle-start packet during asynchronous or a synchronous
transmission operation, after waiting for an idle term after are not interrupted by
force but completing the transfer, the cycle-start packet of the following cycle is

transmitted. That is, when one cycle continues more than 125microS, the

following cycle presupposes that much that it was shortened from 125microS of

criteria. Thus, an isochronous cycle can be exceeded and shortened on the

basis of 125microS.

[0153] However, if it is the ** cycle need in order that an isochronous transfer
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may maintain a real-time transfer, it may surely perform, and a ****** clo

eggplant transfer may be turned to the cycle after a degree by having shortened

the cycle time.

You may form the printing control information hold means 9 memorized by the

printer 2 of [gestalt of the 2nd operation] view 1 in the digital picture input device

1 instead of a printer side. This is because it is [ being / where it connects with

the printer suitable for the digital picture input device 1 printing the image data

recorded there, i.e., the printer to which the printout of the recorded image data

can be carried out as it is, / the case, and ] effective to perform compulsorily

printing control processing in which it was suitable for the image processing

performed to a certain specific printer by the picture input device when the

digital picture input device was performing the special image processing. In this

case, in step 18-5 which chooses printing control processing of drawing 7 , it

checks whether printing control processing (this is called recommendation
printing control processing) specified by the digital picture input device 1 exists,

and when it exists, the processing may be demanded and decision of using this

compulsorily may be carried out. Recommendation printing control processing

is stored in the camera recommendation printing parameter 13-17 in drawing 2 .

[0154] The flow chart of processing by step 18-5 in that case is shown in

drawing 12 .

[0155] It refers to whether in step 24-5, recommendation printing control

processing is in the data format which stores the information on a digital picture

input device shown in drawing 2 first. When recommendation printing control

processing exists, it is not based on specification of an user, but by step 24-6,

recommendation printing control processing is required of the digital picture

input device 1, and is acquired, and this is chosen as printing processing.

[0156] If there is no camera recommendation printing control, a flow will

progress to step 24-1, and low ink consumption sequential-processing

reference processing and the improper information decision processing 3 will be
carried out according to the mode set up by the user to high-speed sequential-

processing reference and the improper information processing 24-2, high-

definition sequential-processing reference processing, and the improper

information decision processing 2.

[0157] Thus, you may use the picture image incorporation equipment like a flat-

bed scanner as a digital picture image input machine 1 of [gestalt of the 3rd

operation] view 1 . in this case, the data format of drawing 2 — setting -- the

service condition of a flash plate -- it extracts and a thing like photographic

subject distance is lost The printing structure of a system in that case is shown
in drawing 10 . In this case, a flat-bed scanner 21 and the optical film scanner
22 are used within a system as a digital picture input device instead of the

digital camera which is the digital picture input device of drawing 1 .

You may replace the digital picture image input machine of [gestalt of the 4th

operation] view 1 with electronic storage media contacts, such as PCMCIA CR
and a CompactFlash CR. The printing structure of a system in this case is

shown in drawing 1

1

. In this case, it changes to the communication media 3 of

drawing 1 , and the electronic storage medias 23, such as PCMCIA card, CF
card, an IC card, a hard disk, and FD, MD, CD, DVD, record image information
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and a picture image incidental information, and a digital drawing view input unit

peculiar information. In this case, a printer is also equipped with reading / write-

in equipment of the same medium as a digital picture image input machine. The
equipment will be loaded with a medium and informational transmission will be

performed by reading the content. It becomes the configuration which

corresponds, respectively in such a case and records the peculiar data of the

digital picture input device of drawing 2 on it for each image data of every, it is

because a store of image information may be made by this, i.e., one archive

medium, from two or more digital picture image input devices, and is because
one digital picture image input machine is not necessarily assigned to one
digital-storage media.

The communication media 3 of [gestalt of the 5th operation] view 1 may use

infrared ray communication instead of an electric interconnection cable, when
using infrared ray communication, connection operation of a cable can operate

[ others / of being unnecessary ] by remote control -- etc. -- there is a merit In

this case, since there is no assurance to which connection is kept certain, in

decision processing about the information on the others of drawing 9 , image
information is acquired beforehand, and all subsequent processings may control

the communications processing which can be performed with a printer simple

substance.

In [gestalt of the 6th operation] view 1 , you may serve with the storage means
by which the picture image storage means 5 and the picture image incidental

information storage means 6 are the same. In this case, you may memorize in

the type which the picture image input state over each memorized picture image
was memorized by the same storage means in the type corresponding to a one
for one, or was stored in the interior of image information as an HDR of image
information.

In decision processing about the information on the others of [gestalt of the 7th

operation] view 9 between a printer and a digital picture image input machine
When a cable, infrared radiation and a cable, and two or more transmission

mediums, such as an archive medium, exist, the resolution of the picture image
which brings a print speed forward according to the status of a transmission

medium usable now, or is printed is chosen, processing printed so that the

picture image of the amount of information which balances the speed specified

to be an user may be chosen and printed - operation a law is also good
[0158]

[Other operation gestalt] In addition, even if it applies this invention to the

system which consists of two or more devices (for example, a host computer,

an interface device, a reader, a printer, etc.), you may apply it to the equipments
(for example, a copying machine, facsimile apparatus, etc.) which consist of one
device.

[0159] Moreover, the purpose of this invention supplies the storage which

recorded the program code of software which realizes the function of the

operation gestalt mentioned above to a system or equipment, and is attained

also by reading and performing the program code by which the system or the

computer (or CPU and MPU) of equipment was stored in the storage.

[0160] In this case, the function of the operation gestalt which the program code
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read from the storage itself mentioned above will be realized, and the storage

which memorized the program code will constitute this invention.

[0161] As a storage for supplying a program code, a floppy disk, a hard disk, an
optical disk, a magneto-optic disk, CD-ROM, CD-R, a magnetic tape, a

nonvolatile memory card, ROM, etc. can be used, for example.

[0162] Moreover, by performing the program code which the computer read, a

part or all of processing that OS (operating system) which the function of the

operation gestalt mentioned above is not only realized, but is working on a

computer based on designation of the program code is actual is performed, and
when the function of the operation gestalt mentioned above by the processing is

realized, it is contained.

[0163] Furthermore, after writing the program code read from the storage in the

memory with which the expansion unit connected to the expansion board

inserted in the computer or the computer is equipped, a part or all of processing

that CPU with which the expansion board and an expansion unit are equipped
based on designation of the program code is actual is performed, and it is

contained when the function of the operation gestalt mentioned above by the

processing is realized.

[0164]

[Effect of the Invention] Since it has a mediation means to take the mediation

with the image formation conditions set up by the image formation conditions

[ which were set up by the electronic equipment side ], and image formation

equipment side according to this invention, efficient image formation can be
performed.

[0165]

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

fDrawing 11 It is the digital picture image printing structure-of-a-system view of

one example of this invention.

[Drawing 21 It is drawing showing an example of the data format which stores

the peculiar information on digital input equipment and a digital picture image.

rDrawing 31 It is drawing showing an example of the data format which stores

the peculiar information on a printer.

fPrawing 41 It is drawing showing an example of the data format which stores

informations, such as the mode specified by the user.

[Drawing 51 It is drawing showing an example of the data format which stores

selectable printing control processing and its parameter by the printer.

[Drawing 61 It is drawing showing an example of the flow chart of control

processing of the whole printer.

fPrawing 71 It is drawing showing an example of the flow chart of processing

which chooses printing control processing.

[Drawing 81 It is drawing showing an example of the flow chart of processing
which determines printing control processing.

[Drawing 91 It is drawing showing an example of the flow chart of processing
which performs printing control processing selection about a digital picture input
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device and the fine information on a printer.

[Drawing 101 It is the block diagram of the gestalt of other operations.

fDrawing 111 It is the printing structure-of-a-system view of the gestalt of the 2nd
operation.

rDrawinq 121 It is the flow chart which shows an example of processing which
determines printing control processing in the gestalt of the 2nd operation.

fDrawing 131 It is drawing showing an example of the digital picture image
printing structure-of-a-system view of the gestalt of 1 operation of this invention,

fDrawing 141 It is drawing showing the example of the network system
constituted using 1394 serial bus.

fDrawing 151 It is drawing showing the component of 1394 serial bus.

fDrawing 161 It is drawing showing drawing of an address space in 1394 serial

bus.

fDrawing 171 It is drawing showing the cross section of 1394 serial bus cable.

fDrawing 181 It is drawing showing drawing for explaining the DS-Link coding

method of a data transfer format adopted by 1394 serial bus.

fDrawing 191 It is drawing showing the example of the layered structure of a

node.

fDrawing 201 It is drawing explaining the Arbitration of a bus.

fDrawing 211 It is drawing showing the time transition state in a ****** clo

eggplant transfer.

fDrawing 221 It is drawing showing the example of the packet format of a
******

clo eggplant transfer.

fDrawing 231 It is drawing in an isochronous transfer showing a time transition

state.

fDrawing 241 It is drawing of the packet format of an isochronous transfer.

fDrawing 251 It is drawing showing drawing showing the mode of time transition

of the transfer status on a bus that the isochronous transfer and the ****** clo

eggplant transfer were intermingled.

fDrawing 261 It is the flow chart of a procedure until it can perform data transfer

from a bus reset.

fDrawing 271 It is the detailed flow chart of the procedure from a bus reset to

root decision.

fDrawing 281 It is the flow chart of the procedure from root decision to ID setting

end.

fDrawing 291 It is the flow chart of the procedure of an Arbitration.

[Description of Notations]

1 Digital Picture Input Device
2 Printer

3 Communication Media
4 Status Storage Means
5 Picture Image Storage Means
6 Picture Image Incidental Information Storage Means
7 Printer Status Storage Means
8 Means of Communications
9 Printing Control Information Hold Means
10 Printer Peculiar Information
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11 Picture Image Incidental Information

12 Printing Control Processing Selection Means
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[0 0 4 8] ±fESS-C*SSnfc^S^ffi(-tSo-C,

[0 0 4 9] tfiJxJ:t\ ^^^^WiftA^SBltc

^fy/l 8-1 (Cfct^T^v^^/^iliiftA^SSfflft']^

[0050] EI9(r^Lfc-tcr)ft!ioffi«(cBlli-s

*iJWr*QjS{-*3^-C, BI2(C7jtLfcfe^~KW«l 3-2
£#HSU ^-/^ OX?*- KT^ofcllj^^^fi,

m&) &&mi,xmi&&Mi£TzwmfflmtBm&&ft

tftm^l 0-226139

-rz>nm&mmLxh&\<\
[0 0 5 1 ] t*&

s Cix^eoWWSt/fttffltt. H9C7)m

[0 0 5 2] Hf-s ElStf^^ryXl 9-1 K*5^t\

n^— K<Z>fll«tt, 0 2<OUVXasiJ l 3

-9^«^ft=IEKl 3-7*(cS-5^T*J»fT*#So
[0 0 5 3] JEf-, 1860^7^/1 9-1 fd^ol^T,

4 0]JBK£JlT<OCCDS:ffiffl ItV^T^^/HftA

i^IlLtt)Ii/\ CCDOiB*»{i, E!2c^^>^
WBfiMftl 3-1 6^f>#5^i:«#5c
< Rl^lJ i/ Ms(DU\m%^L> ret', (113^LT, Hi

1 3M:fc5^-C, 7-^^^7 111 SJffliaiOltCj:

ii^iatsa5tcisit^tt^ 0 -t^gR, »J«»i 0 if*,

««81B«SI5 4^|EtS$tbfc, g|2C0B*F««l 3- 1 6

St/IBl 0 4 (^ct 6 E£/e £ tL/cd] 2 <Dt^ 1 3-1
-13-5 (C^o-C3t#^**J»-rSo 3t#* 102

tt, B«^ffiF««iE«lF|5 6^iai8S^So $^t-,

^l:l<5^TMl, */Tt5o S^-«^lfi$l0 5co

Sit, CCD*<7>3tSS»#«*-<t 9S««^-t-XljlU

[0 0 5 4] y"V 2a, mmU2 0 lf^J; <9»JffliS

i-Q mz>-mLtimmmm^ x^i/f2 0 2h
-<^^S' h^Vv; V^|52 0 3^}£ibtu -tr^bBl
BlJffi^^tL^o -<OBS, i^>I/F 2 0 2S^y
^>-SiS2 0 3fi, ^(Cj;5Jft^Sp2 0 4?5^CO

«ti»iB«W7fc#*3< snyt^y v^h**«.
B1JBIJMW««I5«» 9 (cEtSS tLfc^<7 * Lfc

[0055] w^-e, ±.&<D^^?/i>m&At)m

I E E E 1 3 9 4 tCOV^TlSiBJ LTio< Q

< I EEE 1 3 9 4<Dft»(Ol!ti!>^JSffl7:rv?^/^VT



(7) 10-226139

v (pc) tcfi^iAA,/-f ^fcfi^e^ftiio^^^/^

IEEE1394 — 1995 (High Performance Serial

Bus) (J£A~r\ 1 3 9 4^U7/U/^) X$b& 0

[0056] Hl4l:i 3 9 4^!i TVU'^Srffl^Tfll

fAfiBA, B, C, D, E, F, G, H^MX-Xte
<9, A-BPbI, A-C^, B-DPtH. D-EM. c-f
m. C-Gffl, RTfC-HmZttl-Ztll 3 9 4 i/\)T

r<Z>«SA~Htt0iJi: ITPC, r^^^VTR, DV

[0 0 5 7] #««W]<73jgJR^*(i, xV

[0 0 5 8] £fc, ftigfi#§@WwiDS:SU ^
ti^ti^f^L^p r i:i:J:oT 1 3 9 4-/U T/u^;*

Lt^So #f ^tim 1 *W 1 3 9 4

— ^Sr1llrio-r5fc<7>"C*>So 1 3 9 4 yi)7/^

[0 0 5 9] m l 4SC^L/iJ; 5 ftS^-r-Mcfe

ffV\^W 7 h !7-^»lS^ y t ^> Lt^

[0 0 6 0] ^fc-r— ^Saiiiffifil 0 0/2 0 0/4
0 0Mbpsi:ix.t^^ ±fficoKiSjiffiS:t>o««

[ 0 0 6 1 ] Vt LTH, =3 >- hn-/l/

ft-^^<h'CO#[H]^x— ^ (Asynchronous^— ^ : WTA
s y n ex— ^) ^iSiU'^'SAsynchronousSciH^— ^

PWIx— # (Isochronous^— & : I s ox— ^)

^^^-^"^Isochronous^ill^- K^&S*, -<^As y

n cx— ^ <t I s or-^l^t-f ^a- (ii«l*^-r ^

/H2 5//S) ^tc^^r, x-r ^/hh^^-tim
2 A,. *$~-Y -y<^ry h (CSP) I

[0 0 6 2] 1 1 5 [C 1 3 9 4 v-U TyUy^^COffi

[0 0 6 3] 1 3 9 4v'!j7;w^iii($ <!:LTWt
(PBS) WsSr-Wriisnrv^iiii siotl/iJ;

It)^- KW&<E>7& S 1 3 9 4 TA^;*(D^- -fA>T*

[0 0 6 4] ^— K^a.TffittliRW*>r >^^^—*

[0 0 6 5] 7t— J*$3lT%$<D h^Vif^^a >- • U
>r^fi, eat (F7>t^'>3y) -r^#x—^oi^d
£rf?V\ R e a d r i t e <t V^o fcfft^Srttii-* ^

[0 0 6 6] r^-K^xT^r-A^xTlt^
MW±-<d 1 3 9 4 y r^^^<7>if!fi!c-e&5o

[0 0 6 7] ^tV7 h >)x7^7/!i y •

[0 0 6 8] J£A±7^1 3 9 4 i/VT/W<*<Dmf&X~fo

[0 0 6 9] ^t^, il 6C1 3 9 4v/y7/^Hjo

[0070] 1394 v-y TsU/<*ltCmWi£thti&mi&

( / — K) ^t^-f^/— KHWO, 6 4^yhTKl/
^^^7^itT^< 0 ^ltCO7K^^R0MW

[0071] 1394 v-y T/Us<X(DT Y\sy*/S#
fi, I E E E 1 2 1 2 SftfClp ISfc^-^T-fo 0 , 7KU
^Kx^(i, WcVlCOl 0 b i t frs<^(D^^(D$£fem^,

^48b i t bttfcT K u^HI-ft 5 ,

[0 0 7 2] J^±7^ 1 3 9 4->!i T/W^^^^^coti^

[0 0 7 3] ^{:, I 3 9 4^y7;u^£7)^i:tv^



(8) WBH^Pl 0-226139

< 1 3 9 4 v-y T/^<^(Om^^)i±W>\M 1 7tCl 3 9

[0074] 1394 V T/^^Vi^M^r—y/^

[0 0 7 5] mMf&\*S&$ttlZ>miM<Dmi
&&8'^4: 0

««E(ift*:aaEDC l. 5Aiaj^t^5 0

<DS-L i n k 7?HHb> 1 3 9 4->y TJl"<*XUm
StLT^S, 7^— ?y hCDDS-L i nk

[0 0 7 6] 1 3 9 4^y7/W^T1i, DS-Lin
k (Data/Strobe Link)fa4Hfc*5£a sSJE *titl^ 0 w
(ODS-1 i nk^lk^i, iBiilB<C->y T/Ut*— ^
iifttcfiurfe^, *o>«j*«\ 2 *wff

[0 0 7 7] SfOTUJ-Cte, * COillf ^iX^v'— ^ *

[0 0 7 8] r^DS-L i nkfffft*S^V^>
y s/ hi: it, mcoiy v r^—^^^m^^cit^x^

c—7LS I <D\E\$&%Lm%'h£<X£ Z>^t, Mf-fi,

^<[h]£&^^ y —^fli^i-& r t ^ r £ <t o

<y<^ y y h^zX—>r>-^> 1 3 9 4 ^!)

[0 0 7 9] Z.<0*y h ?— ^«J«;(C^t;^S>ofci:

g\ 0iJ;itf/- Kco#a^S^ON/OF F*«tf(cJ:

Ltz&y— Kte'<*-b(cx<* y ir 3/ Mf-^£i£<f LT.

i: # ^fb^^feli, 1 3 9 4^- hSffii-C©^

[0 0 8 0] fos; — K^b'** y ir y Mf
tit, #y — K©7>f ^/uw-vfirev^ y ir ;y h

ff^£gtt5<bPB#fcy u^-^c^<^yir;y hco^

^pLfct, x<*y ir y b&mwstftZo
[0 0 8 1] s<x y ir y Mi, ^ci^/cJ: 9^^™^

[0 0 8 2] y ir y h^filtStf-^K

If, SrLv^s' H!7-^«fiS;(Ofci:"eWBHStL5o

[0 0 8 3] J^±7^;*> y ir y >5r>^T*$>^o

< y — K I D1k7£<Dis*—trlsx. >/<X ]) 1z y b <D$t^ #

y- Ktc i d&^*.5S!i«M;:A£o -^^w, ^<^y
ir ^ M*£>y — K I Dft^*r*<0—jRWttV—irv-x*
126, 127, [H2 8C07n-ft-h^lV^T^

[0 0 8 4] H32 6(^^o—^-y— y<^y-fe-/h

[0 0 8 5] 5fe1\ 1 0 1 £ Lt,

r rtV- K^>*jIBON/OF F y ir y

h^as^-rst^^s'^s i o 2tc^5 0

[0 0 8 6] ^^^^S 1 0 2Xn, *y bV— ffrl)

±y bztitzvzmfrb. mtite^y b^-^<omm^u

i^-itotf^^^^^o ^v^^^S 1 0 3 t IT,

[0 0 8 7] ^-r y^S 1 0 4Tvu~ h^sgt^StbS

i:, ^I^T7^S10 5iLT, #y— KidlD^:^
x§y — k i Dogaj^is^ff^nso m^<o/-bim
ftr\ y— K i D<z>K^s?T*?tL. i-^r<z>y — km i

yzfS l0$k LXir^XCDS— Ktc I DSrKS

{cjot^-csBSS^tfc^'C, -x^^^s io7t uxy —

[0 0 8 8] :^fy/S10 7«lll:ft5^ W

/SI 0 6*T*OKSf^ai3&5jfti9 5gufT*3tt5o

[0 0 8 9] l^Jt^, H12 6C0^7d — — h COf^^tr

-h^WM^:, /i/-hR£«^bIDRS»T

[0 0 9 0] ifei* s H!2 hcotftp^^t?

[0 0 9 1] ^f7/S2 0ULT/^yir7h/5?l



(9) «fBB¥1 0-2 2 6 1 3

3b\ ^T5//S20 ULT/^yty

[0 0 9 2] ^f^yS 2 0 2<hLtyiry h£

tLt, #««^y— ^ (y-K) r^sii^t?
^SrSTTSKo £6tC x ^fy^S 2 0 3 tLT#

[0 0 9 3] ^^^/^S 2 0 4(Z>7H— bm<D%£m^!&C

y^S 2 0 4t*ftftit5*£8#- hCOfttt^kLT^

[0 0 9 4] £i\ y ir 7 h«Oii:«,

mi&<D^m%ft^&<Dtev—7tcmhtix^^ n y

x&>z>b^^<Dn*7u vys 2 o 3co7jf— h»^>a»*t?

a5rt^t*#5o y— Xf^yS 2 0 5(l:L

[0 0 9 5] ^^S 2 0 3 t^- h»I» ^ /

y^S 2 0 4t**S»^ h^> 1 l\kt£<DX\

7>^r^n. ^T^7s
S 2 0 7t'y-7^f) (7)|fii

lit rgu c7)g#tt^i-^^^«#o 0

[0 0 9 6] y-^7j^T-^om#^^Tl/\ ^ y-f

S 2 0 7T^tb^S:tt^^^>'^^M^:^7:-^^P

S 2 0

C^otlWIoTV^^ Mcig^ft-cv^y

—

LTfix IS s/ 2 o 7 y -7xiil©^7 y

[0 0 9 7] ftJ|*W*C, {Sltl/T^l Vt\ X(*#J

T-lf nfc^ofc^. I^T^7h7-^^M
("t^T&ICD/tf*— h t LTz&ae) {-fto^ng—coy >- K

yzfs 20 S t Lt/W- h077 ^ircbift,,

^^ly^S 2 0 9 £ Lt/^- h t LTCDK8Rj*s&£*l

[0 0 9 8] ^COXO^LX^ M2 7 K7fz\_stL/<* y ir

[0 0 9 9] #CfC, H2 807P-7^t-hf:o^tUi

[oioo] £i\ 12 7$fo^y^r*y^7,

[0101] *y- I D^x.6Mi: LT, ft#J

ic i D(Di3:^^tT 9 z.tfrx%z><D\±y — 7^f)Tfe

#-^-= o— ) 7i>6 i Dco^^^^ttrv>< 0

[0102] ^ry^S 3 0 2<fr LT^^ h^-^l^^
?R£-f5y -^cd^N (Nf*g8SS) £12£ih6o ^<D

^r^7P S 3 0 3 t Lt#g y-7^;u- Mc^tL
T> I D4r^x.6J:5tcS*-rs 0 £<z>B#j&sifi»&£

/u— h(i7,f^7P
S 3 0 4 d: ITT-t" h U

0 5 t LXm^fzS- Kiotc I D#-5§-£4-;t, JUtfc

Ki^(i3fe»<Z5»*ii*P*?T9o ^T5/7°S 3 0 6 i:

it i v^m^m^io^tz y -7ii, ss i ds#
tfflU HtR<of^3e4r*l9iS-ro I D**»-e#fc y

-
7^P>^fy^S 3 0 7 iLT, %z(D J — K<7> I Dflf^i

K.*** hX±y — K(cteaii-5 0 17-KI

8 1 tta u o y -7©w i o«p) SixSo

7777P S 3 0 9 i:U, Z.<Dm*)<D})*-7<Dm&l£k

JzfcSHtja^y^S 3 0 3(7) I DS*^3K^e>*rj»
f^iSLff^V ftJIWtc-f-^r^y— 73&s i DWa^r^n
-K^^7hf6^ 7777^3 3 0 9^^=0^^

[0 10 3] y"^l-^-(D I D|£a£^ y -^O^.LrfW]^^

[0104] 77774S3l0^U^7h7-
7^i:#ffit5 7 7>f(7)SM (M(iS«S») SrK^i"

777/S3 1 ULt#g77>^
Mi, 7777^S3 12tLT7-t:^l/->

3^*m\ Kofc^^v^^^lilfcy-^^-^x.^^
ot!!fe<Z)t^#^b4x.T^< e 77^S313i:
Lt, NfiSsftSrtBLfc^^^^ I D1S*XH*
»aaS:ii*PU, 777yS3 14i:UIDSfW*

^H^^iS-To ID^M-C^fc7^7yf^b777
7°S315i: Lt, Kto I Diff^^^o—
f7 hT*^y— K^*SiS"r5o W-KID»«©/d

^777*1086^^0 ^ r T\ 777^S

n^y^y^S 3 1 1 <D I DS*(Z>f^3K^bS:»f9igU,

t»|:f^-C©7'7>^ i Dtf!H$£:/n— K=¥^7
h-r6^r*tT^n^ 0 -r^-cco^^v^y— k i d*

7C0 I DBt*IM=— KtJUT-TSo



(10) &f%¥-l 0-226139

[0 10 5] d^t*Tt5t, I DflKfi*

3 i 8 £ ur^x.ri €̂ci^##r*fit>^^^S-^«ra»<©

ID#^i:KL 4 xr^^S 3 1 9 t L-X/^— b <D I

[0 10 6] £LhT\ 12 Sd^LfcJ: fi^-B8«

[0 10 7] Jfcfcl, — gijt Ltlll 9(C7Fb/cHi^C0^

[0108] Hi 9^)^«t LT, (/u— h) 7— KB

9, $ b^/- KDCDTtetctey — KE£y — KF^tt

-hy-K, y- K I DS:«:£1-S#mSrWTT*fft^r

[0109] v-ty b^^titim, £-f#y — K<7>

Wirt5^tm5o
[ono] ii9 -e y -fe * h <d^ mm^m^-

£:SS«U ^<7?*^<t6^^ffofey— K^^ffl^BB

ffilj (A-B^T-fiy- KA) <Z>sK— b&*t&fe£tl,
ti^fll (y— KB) O/K- h^S^K^^^xSo

y — KA-BPfl-ett^-a. y— ke-dPbW-

[0111] ^btasiWot, ^SfcMSSfflSase

b*frb<om*M&<OM.n&&vith<Dfrtbmik. £ h\c

&mOtf^rffotlKo Hi 9T'f*^-ry

[0 112] y — KD75^0*^-Ba^aSS:Sftfcy
— KCfi, fc5—^O/^— McjgiBiSax-ct^y— KB

[0 113] rcoj:9^L-riEli 9<z>£ 5*»JBfl«fe& s

^tii^ofcy-KB^\ /w— hy— K<t^:^$tL

fc 0 /u— hill oco*s> K — ^flfofi+K:—3L^#4

[oii4] to\ rcom i 9ic^oi>ry — kb^vu-
hy- Ktft^Sixfcsftv stilly - KA^P>a^-||«
aw^rSitfcy- KB^ X «i<E>y — Kfw»L-C«^IB«
Hlr£i£^*>f S ^^-etro-ct^i. /t— by — Kfi

tewy - Kl:»otv^cr 1 1 9 S5„
it£*b£^-f S ^fcJzoTfS^y — KfcA— by —

hy- Kli—S£iiPS \,

[0 115] yu— hy— K^*^-T5i:, &(i#y— K

i D^r^t6^- Kf:A5 0 r r. "Cfii-^r^y — K

ft£ Ufc § y - K I D Srffi©t^t© y - Klc

[0 116] SB I D««te, e#0>y-K#-i§\ S^E

&z>7$-b<nm. b^m^m^mm^^/ux

[0117] y»Ki nm^iDWWMvxD^mk it
fi, *f lo^-hM^»«^fe5/-K (y —
7) ^»«^^^r^, cotf^bNBlcy— K#
©=0, 1, 2, •-<tffj'9 ^t^o
[0118] y— K i D^kiLfcy— Ktt, y — K#

[0119] t^t(oy-7^gay-Ki D£rBrf#L

I£;b6<^ »cfi^7^^»t) y — ^^^l^^fcy-

K

I D#^s#y- K^#Jf9aXbnSo y—
t^, y-Kl D#^f.j(9
y-KIDfflfi^p-K^t^hU a^^/v— by
- K?isg£ I d««S:^p - K^rt^ ht5o i"*t>

*>, hf±**:<oy— Kl D##S:Bf#i-5fco

[0120] JEJL±o5«t 5 tat, mmmm±&<D/ — b*

<r— f h >3 1394 *yyr/^tu

(Hff) ^tr9 0 i 3 9 4v/yr^t««i

s<fy b<Dffim%:&5<*Mt&X7~¥ b v-a I'tei&S

[0121] T— f h U— v-g >£ffc^i-£fc£>(D[I]£

LTH20 (a) (C/^^l^ffl^^C^Hl. RH] (b) \Zs<

[0 12 2] 7-t'hl/-^ 3y«§^ lot>L



(11) 10-226139

ttSrSttfca/- K (B2 OT'liy- KA)

So

[0123] y<^mmm^^itzju- by- Kf*. if

(b) x&s — KCf^fflfF^r^-^^btL, y-KF©
r-trh vfcju-t

— KKfct-LTTteD P (data prefix)^ :y h £i£

9. ffiSS^cd <t£:£aib-ttS 0 ffi^ti*:/ — KtfV<

So

[0 12 4] JL^±<DJ: 9 LT, Z—tr b I v-3 VtC

[0 12 5] ;l~-C\ T-^hU'-v'ayO-I^H

[0126] y- k^-^— ^teai^M^-e^sfe^^

fT^ixTl^c:^— ^teiH3&s»TLT, *ME'«*a sS#4fc

[0127] ^f5'^S40 1ilt, Async
*\ i s oT-^m^tb^thmm^^^-^^ctzm

[0128] y^S401 "CBfSEO^-V S'T'fiiWt

bttfcib, ^f^y S 4 0 2 i: Ut|ggt^t7f-^35S

So ^r^^S4 0 2T««r- //^^i^l

[0129] ftctc ^75//S 4 04 HT,
S 4 0 3 0V<*fl6ffl®#S: 1 OJ£A±;U— htf&iB Lfc

Hi^s/^S 4 0 5 <b LTSfflS#S:fflLfc

y^S 4 0 6 t L-CffifflffnTSr^-KLSy — KSr 1 otc*

[0130] ^7-7^S40 7Ht, ^f^/S40

LT{£ffll^£#fclo<7)y- P&tb/c^ftiW /

-KK^ftSiStRSrfi^o ^ «M»*^"CffifflSF«r

l ooy- K\ ^fcte^^^s 4 o 5coil#^l

KCiti, ^fs/^S40 8iit, ^-hwoy

^HSfelhS. ^f^S4 06«»
T\ ^<^ffl35S«:^T$tLft^ofcy — Ktcti^-z^s
4 0 9 <h LT^— h^?>x ' T— t' h V^c&C^:^

-TDP(data prefix) s<tr y b ^Sbtl,

b^s^r^ss-rso
[0131] J£JLha3T— tr H ^">a ><^tL£tfc^L

ft, yv*- — MH2 9<7?UlMT*fe5o

<Asynchronous (Big> TV ^ n -*-.x4Ei£

#i^SM5i£-T?s>£o El 2 1 C7Vy^ n^fiiSK:

[0 13 2] T-"hT h >g >-C^^(Ottfflffr"TS:#

Lt^fte^a ck {^mmmm^m^— k) ^ a

st)\ h^i^^iiaote^Tt
So a cK\±4¥y b<D\1imt4\i*y b<Dj-?Ly

[0133] m^, m2 2{cr v-r*^m<Ds<tr

y by*—^y b(Dm^^ir0

[0 13 4] s<tryb{C\^ ^-^gp&U^ f9 ITIEffl^

(±0 2 2K5F1-J;5*, BW/— KID, V—

K

I D s 1531^—^ftS^#«=i- Kftif35S«#i&*ix,

^jg^tTt>tlS 0

[0135] nt^ifigBy- k^
tb*s#/— k—coi^-i^ii{fr*feSo teaS5c/— K*>



(12) 0-226139

Z>(DX\ fr^co l ooy — \'<V^J)-m^^tsZ t left

[0 13 6] J^LLy^T is*s? v^*$&mcDt&WXfr>Z> 0

<Isochronous (PHH) <!fci£> T-f V ^ n -^(Sigfila]

mmmxfo&o 1394 i/yr/^^©»*©»atfe

[oi3 7] ^fc, n^-^tein mmm) &i

[0138] ei 2 3nr>f y?v^*mm^miz>, B#

[0139] r^r y ^ D-t-x^i^^, s<x±—j£$$w\&

foS„ C<D#1f-f ^/KOB8*6^raS:?r:L, KO0#

rai^^#j^ot^5ow^ • h

Z>o ^W^C • — h - s<try b<Dmim £ttSB#

WMIH^l 2 5 M S<hft£ D

[0 14 0] £/e, ffl 2 3 d^-y^/UA. ft^B,

— Kw^^y r/u^-f ^*teiS^'5rffiT*fef9, -got

xT^Slei&^ftv^ J:oT. feS^-Jry H^iJIftfil

o^^ff — b filial"-~<T y — Kfeff#ig&.

yn-K^rt^ FT«^5: <h(eftS 0

[0141] 7M y ^ p^teigcQ/*^ 3/ hi£ff te^vz:

t>tt& 0 ua>u 7vy^nt^(OJ:9l:i^iw
iiff T'fift^co-C\ T^y^Pt^eSI-lia c k (£

ffiffllBffliSffi =»— K) fi?R£Lfti/\>

[0142] Sfc, 123 te^L/i i s o gap (7

5M^

*

s 28# tfcffi "C £ £SBWf 6 /e ft ftT

[0143] &ie, 124 C7>f y ^ d -^^^i^OyN0^

[0 14 4] #^*/Me^7Mx*:. &m<ns<>Ty Me

u«K9fTiEfflo^3/^cRC<c^*#ji*n, tea***

[0145] jejuhasr-r y^n^-^teS<z5!ttM"C*>So
<y<^ • ^yU>g|[^cO 1 3 9 4 v-y T/W<^±C0fe

»<Z>«^£«c Lfcm^m 2 5 (e^-To

[oi4 6] r-r y ^ o^-^eaittr^^^ v-rx&m
&*)»9ci.xmft&tiZ>a -t^Sfi, -^^^yu-^^

^(c^ftr-r hv^aBM^^-v (t^^-yay

yy") x\ y?*Txfcm&j&9hx-zz>i!>*hx-$>

^-^tei3lfi«5fc LT^?T$tt5 C t i: ft So

[0 14 7] 112 5 {^L/c, —fflCfftte/^y-'t ZM^L

or-Y K/ufflPfl (7^y^pf^^t7^ «:ftH>-ca>

/l-e t^*V^^ s ^^-V-t-^k ^Jllter y ^ n^-^^

[0 14 8] :to7-t'Fu-y 3 y/)^/^y

<t 9^ftS 0

[0 14 9] KV^^^rv-y^ o^->^|ga|3iSarffi

[0150] fc/fb. 7yy^pt«^fTt^ifPl

— b - '*>ry hSr(te2li"^#B#Pfl (cycle synch) £-Cc£>

[0151] g]2 SCOi^-^^/UffmT'fiSOCO^^^yU

(^tf a c k ) ^2 ^ h (y-«-5r y M , y h

2) tei^^ttr^So :©7yy^nt^7'^2o
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i^-T ^Arn+ 1 hi-^H^Iffl (cycle syn

ch) \Z.\s^f~Z> CD T\ ^^ffmT'<7)^liII^t'T'

[0 15 2] /cfcU *|Sl«B*fcttPH«teS»f^*{c»:

£>-tf->f ^/u • — b * hSrSft-f^<#^PW(cyc

le synch)KM o t Lfcb, SSf^Brfr-f*

t>, loW-f^^ 1 2 5 u S£X±m^tck ^
?M*mm<Ol 25m S J:^9ffii8£*^*:fc"r

.^>o ^COJ: 9t-T>T y ^ o-^-^ - ^4 <7M± 1 2 5 n S

[0153] l?^u r>r y^ D-^^teiHtty

tzZ tiZ£^Xfr&fe<DV4 # MZ&t>£*l2> Z t fcfc

^-^fc^co^PPBiJm^T^sy'y v^ctgfiKsaxr

8-5^^6^r, ^^/maA^^SEi^-toTiss
^fcWffliMl (rtbSrtiSPnB'JfflWftiSi:!*-^)

^tt^PBij^^M— ^ 13-1 7 {^m^tiri^ 0

[0 15 4] Hjl 2tC. -^<Z)*t^CO;^ y~f \ 8-5C

[0 15 5] %~f^"Tyy*2 4 - 5 K&^T , HI 2 (Cth

f, 4-6{: ttoTiiWJWM^f^
*;m«A^3£Hlt-K#LTffi*#U w*x£SiBiJ*Qf3i

[0156] t> u 7t6iSBiB'Jffi«H»?a ? >tetttt(^ y
n—ti^^^^2 4 - i tcii^, a-fjaoti^^

4 - 2 , iiip^fflll^lt^^R^^^flJif^ 2

[0 15 7] ZCD£ ?lCLT,

3 (DrnmcDmrni m 1 <£>^ /hu«a*j« i ti,

x, y^y b^y b***^^<D£ ytemm®. v&^mwi

tzm^X7? yi/^&ifcm&ft^L.&V ^ &^&$£M<D

i o fc^-re zcom^n, m 1 o-^v^wiHfeA;*)

3r-V-J-2 l^^y^^A^^r-v-7"2 2t^v^/MIH£

CMC I A^7— Ky-y^^W^ h 7 7 y \y zl^j— K

^<7>#'&(©BiBiJ^7i
A<75»j5KSria l l t^-ro

COl^ttEl l<Oii«jK(*:3{cSlx.T. PCMCIA^
-K^CF*-K IC^-K /^Kf^^ F

D, MD X CD, DVD^^C^m^fSlSy^^r 2 3

5c *^5*'S'^fi, H2<OTf>?^/uM«A*asaoH

^ a Tien Lx—-o(D^^^/um^Atim^m y> mx

[»5<Z55ilE^ffi] Hioiiff«Eft:3*ia;«W>fcSEiBE

y >?m&xft?LZ> x ?%:mim®im<DMm$:ft^x

»:<Z?ttffitcj:o-CHlB'JjSffi«:^«)fc9, EPBiJi-SPifift©
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[0158]

[0 15 9] **WOgWfi, ftu^Lfc^^fil

^MPU) 355faig^{c»jW$tL^yn^7^=J— KS:

[0 16 0] flatRjSEfls^bKtH^tb^^D^

^Jg^fcllWH- 5 r 1 1:^^ 0

[0 16 1] /n^7^^- KSr^«&lT5 3tfe<7)|a«!K

^, 5t«a-r>r^^ f CD-ROM, CD
-r, ms\v-—y y ^F»^tt<7»^y k, ROM*

[0 16 2] 3 >tV- ^75SBcffiL5t^u^7A

[0 16 3] £bfc, latSiKff^^BettJStiJt^o^^

[0164]

[0 16 5]

[mi] ^^^(D-^M^^^^^/uin^wy^^y1 ^

[0 2] T'^^^A^^BR^v^^^iiiflfc^S^rWft

[m 3] v^oH^-wai^ftjiw-rs^-^je*^—

[B4] a.—tftc J: orftfeZtitz*— K<cif©««*

ins]

[06] >'?±fr<Dfflffl&m<Dmtim<D—M&7F't

[0 7] PnBiJ»JWtoS<z>»«*fT5to^ffl£tLHw— ffl

[0 9] f'^^/uittAAKt&^y ^^©a^4i

[010] ^<Z>fdl(Z?||jffi<7?^ffi(Z)«^0-C*>-5o

[011] ^2co^^ff^coTOJv^x^cO^0T*

[012] ®2^IIJ£^^ffitci3ttS^JB'Jfai9^a^*

^^t? 9 <&m<D—m& Lbb-tmthmxtb s 0

[013] #3£9leo— ^jfe(7>?gfl8<^7
J^^^®«lRlB!lv'

[014] 1 3 9 4^>y 7/^U^ffl^TM^tl6^

[015] 1 3 9

[016] 1 3 9 4 is I) TJ\»s<^\^$otfZ>T K^SB

[017] 1394 v-y 7/w<^ - yVwD^S0£

[018] l 3 9 4>'!)7;^-eSffl$ntv^, f
—?mm7*—~ hOD S-L i n kW-^fc#5£«:!ft

^-TS fc#><O0 &r^-0 T*fe 5o

[019] y-K^HSWificoeiJSr^-raT-fcSo

[02 0] s<X<DT— v/3 >&mW-t5itfc

[02 1] r->>^D^^K^t-i3*1-s«FBB«)<ca»«:

[02 2] 7^>^Pt^giiO/^7h7t-7 7F

[02 3] T^y^n^-^|5ai^*3ttS. B*PflM#»»

[02 4] T-T y^n^^KScOx^^rs/ H7d—^3/ h

[02 5] 7^y^t^t7'>y^nt^5

ufc0^^-r0T'^>^> o

[02 6] ;<xy±y bfrb^—?mm&ftJtZ>&xcn

[02 7] s<X»H5, b frbfr— w&ii-Q<D^m<on

[028] bifcmt>*b i om^mT^x<D^m<om
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[El 1 8]
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Data
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Clock
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